Maths
Place value (times tables, ordering numbers and
working with negative numbers)
Roman Numerals
Adding and subtracting 4 and 5 digit numbers
Long multiplication
Using reasoning to solve word problems

Literacy

ICT

Fiction Focus: Children will read a range of

Design, write and debug programs that
accomplish specific goals, including controlling
or simulating physical systems; solve problems
by decomposing them into smaller parts.

poems and then use personification and imagery
to create their own
Non-fiction focus: Writing a persuasive letter
to present to the class.
Grammar focus: Modal verbs, subordinate
clauses, pronouns and nouns and adverbial
phrases.

Geography
The Geography focus in Class 4 is the United
Kingdom. Children will be looking at and
describing key geographical features, locating

Autumn

counties, towns and cities, as well as exploring
coats and rivers in the UK.
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Art

RE

Dates:

Assembly themes

22nd September- Harvest Festival
23rd September- Training day – school closed

Days of the week

Children will be planning, creating and
evaluating a model of a geographical landmark
in the United Kingdom.

exploring a variety of electrical circuits.
Children will construct circuits, start to create
pictorial circuits and conduct an investigation

Music
There is no music focus this half-term

3rd October- History themed week; trip to the
National Coal Mining Museum (further information

PE

to follow)

Using a variety of equipment to improve our

th

13 October- Parents themed assembly
th

DT

be looking at electrical appliances and

break and reconnect a circuit.

Kingdom

Colours

Our Science topic is electricity. Children will

into how easily different types of switches can

Sketching geographical landmark in the United

MFL (Spanish)

Science

coordination skills

th

18 -20 October- Parent Consultation Meeting
21st October- Child of achievement
Monday 31st October- Training day – school closes
Tuesday 1st November- Back to school

History
Local History week

